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Abstract

Assessing the influence of abatement efforts and other human activities on ozone levels is complicated by the

atmosphere’s changeable nature. Two statistical methods, the dynamic linear model (DLM) and the generalized additive

model (GAM), are used to estimate ozone trends in the eastern United States and to adjust for meteorological effects. The

techniques and resulting estimates are compared and contrasted for four monitoring locations chosen through principal

components analysis to represent regional patterns of ozone concentrations. After adjustment for meteorological influence,

overall downward trends are evident at all four locations from 1997 to 2004. The results indicate that the two methods’

estimates of ozone changes agree well. When such estimates are needed quickly, or when many similar, but separate

analyses are required, the ease of implementation and relative simplicity of the GAMs are attractive. The DLMs are much

more flexible, readily addressing such issues as autocorrelation, the presence of missing values, and estimation of long-term

trends or cyclical patterns. Implementation of DLMs, however, is typically more difficult, and especially in the absence of

an experienced practitioner, they may be better reserved for in-depth analyses.
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1. Introduction

Ozone (O3) is photo-chemically produced
through a combination of chemical reactions invol-
ving a variety of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) and nitrogen oxides (NOx), which are
emitted by motor vehicles, by large stationary
sources, and by natural sources. Because exceed-
ingly high ozone levels may cause adverse health
effects, some pollution control programs have been
implemented in the United States (US) to reduce
.
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emissions of the precursors in the years since 1990.
These programs include the NOx Reasonable
Available Control Technology (RACT) rule, Clean
Air Act Amendments (CAAA) Title IV, NOx State
Implementation Plan (SIP) Call, and other VOC
reduction strategies (NRC, 2004). Due to the
implementation of these emission control programs,
significant reductions of regional NOx and VOCs
have occurred in the eastern United States. For
example, during the period 1997–2004, there were
25% and 21% reductions in NOx and VOC
emissions, respectively, in the eastern portion of
the country (EPA, 2005a, Chapter 2), with addi-
tional reductions anticipated in the future. These
emission reductions are expected to reduce tropo-
spheric ozone concentrations.

Recent EPA analyses of ozone trends show that
ozone levels in this region have been gradually
decreasing in recent years (EPA, 2005a). EPA’s
Report (2005a) also makes clear the strong associa-
tion between ozone levels and meteorological
conditions and notes that improved ozone air
quality may result from favorable weather condi-
tions, from continuing reductions in emissions of
NOx and VOCs, or from a combination of these.
Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the effect of
meteorological variation on ozone production in
assessing ozone trends.

Various statistical methods for ozone meteorolo-
gical adjustment have been used in the literature
over the last decade. Thompson et al. (2001)
broadly categorize these methods into three groups
as: regression-based modeling, extreme value ap-
proaches, and space–time models. Since a thorough
review of these methods has already been provided
by Thompson et al. (2001), we focus our discussion
on the techniques used in this work, which are the
generalized additive model (GAM) and the dynamic
linear model (DLM).

Both the GAM and the DLM fall into the category
of regression-based methods. Regression-based ap-
proaches are probably the most commonly used in
the literature for the meteorological adjustment of
ozone, since this category incorporates a large variety
of techniques which can estimate average ozone levels
and account for the effects of other variables
(Thompson et al., 2001). In addition to the GAM
and the DLM, which we discuss in greater detail
below, examples of such approaches used to investi-
gate ozone trends include the multiple linear regres-
sion strategy of Fiore et al. (1998) and the non-linear
regression approach of Bloomfield et al. (1996).
As pointed out by Thompson et al. (2001) and
others, the linear relationships between ozone and
associated meteorological variables assumed by
many regression-based techniques may not capture
the true nature of these relationships. The major
advantage associated with GAMs is the ability to
allow for more complicated, nonlinear relationships
between the response variable, in this case ozone,
and an explanatory variable, such as temperature or
relative humidity, than would be the case with a
simpler technique such as multiple linear regression.
GAMs have been used in a wide variety of
applications, but a primary reference point is the
work of Hastie and Tibshirani (1990). Davis et al.
(1998) analyzed 11 ozone monitoring sites for
Houston, Texas, using singular value decomposition
and clustering to define the meteorological regimes
and GAMs to develop separately the relationship
between ozone and meteorological variables for
each. GAMs were also used by Davis and Speck-
man (1999) to make next-day predictions of ozone
levels in the Houston area.

DLMs are commonly used for Bayesian time
series analysis and forecasting and are described in
great detail by West and Harrison (1997). These
models are distinguished by the inclusion of
parameters which are free to evolve through time,
and so may be better able to represent the complex
physical and chemical processes of ozone produc-
tion and transport. The structure of these models is
more flexible than many other regression-based
methods, and components can be introduced to
capture cyclical variation, autocorrelation, and
many other elements. In addition, West and
Harrison (1997, Chapter 1) argue that the Bayesian
DLM framework better reflects the process by
which we learn about a phenomenon as data is
collected over time and provides a more coherent
strategy for quantifying uncertainty. However, this
flexibility is associated with additional burdens on
the user, such as the need for customized computer
code (DLMs are not available in standard statistical
software packages), increased computational time,
and greater complexity in interpretation. Perhaps
for this reason, the environmental literature includes
fewer applications of DLMs than many of the other
regression-based approaches. Sansó and Guenni
(1999) demonstrated how a stochastic model based
on the DLM could be successfully used to model
tropical rainfall. Shaddick and Wakefield (2002)
developed a hierarchical model based on DLM
methodology, which they use to model multivariate
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pollutant data at several sites simultaneously. A
growing area of application is the use of DLMs for
more complex spatiotemporal modeling. One rele-
vant example can be found in the work of Huerta et
al. (2004), who used DLMs in their analysis of ozone
levels at 19 monitoring stations in Mexico City.

Studies have shown that ozone and its precursors
can travel long distances across political boundaries
and affect air quality far from the source of the
pollution (EPA, 2005b). Because the production of
ozone may involve a large geographical area, it is
difficult to evaluate the roles of national or regional
NOx emission control programs in ozone level
changes. In addition, ozone concentrations may be
influenced by other factors, such as weather condi-
tions or economic trends. Although this work does
not directly address the issue of transport, statistical
methods are used to group sites into regions
possessing similar ozone patterns and to select sites
for further examination which are representative of
the various groups. Meteorological variables which
have a strong statistical association with ozone
concentrations are identified and used to adjust
ozone concentrations, so that the levels from year to
year can be assessed more rigorously. However, it is
important to note that given the number the factors
influencing ozone production, no statistical method
can definitively diagnose a cause-and-effect relation-
ship between the implementation of NOx reduction
programs and ozone concentrations.

The purposes of this study are: (1) to demonstrate
how the GAM and DLM approaches can be applied
to analyze ozone trends during ozone seasons
1997–2004; (2) to compare the results from DLM
and GAM approaches to determine the extent to
which the selection of statistical methods will affect
the estimation of ozone trends; and (3) to assess
changes in ozone concentrations at representative
sites for the period during which controls were
introduced. Specifically, the study investigates
ozone trends for the states covered by the EPA’s
NOx SIP Call. The EPA NOx SIP Call, EPA’s
regional ozone transport rule, requires that 19
eastern states and the District of Columbia sig-
nificantly reduce NOx emissions by approximately
600,000 tons by the summer of 2004 and by nearly 1
million tons when fully implemented (EPA, 2005a).

2. Data

Hourly average concentrations of ozone and
meteorological data were obtained from EPA’s
Clean Air Status and Trends Network (CASTNet)
monitoring stations. Established by EPA in 1987,
CASTNet (http://www.epa.gov/castnet) is an im-
portant source for data on dry acidic deposition and
non-urban, ground level ozone. CASTNet consists
of over 80 sites across the US. A primary advantage
of using CASTNet data is that it provides the
needed hourly meteorological data at the same
monitoring sites, thus avoiding the extra variability
arising from spatial separation between the ozone
and meteorological monitoring sites.

In this study, data provided by CASTNet during
the period 1 January 1997–30 November 2004 are
utilized. Particular focus is placed on the data
collected during ozone seasons 1997–2004, where
the ozone season is defined as the period from 1
May to 30 September. For each day, the maximum
8-h ozone was calculated based on EPA’s National
Ambient Air Quality Standard guidelines (see
http://www.epa.gov/ttn/amtic/files/ambient/criteria/
reldocs/guidefin.pdf), using hourly average ozone
values from all sites located in the eastern United
States. The hourly meteorological data were also
summarized on a daily basis for these same sites.

The number of missing observations is significant,
so the data from these sites were first screened by
inspecting the frequency of missing data. Those sites
missing more than two-thirds of daily ozone
observations over the course of at least one ozone
season were removed, as were those sites which had
more than one-third of the daily ozone observations
missing for two (or more) ozone seasons. However,
for those sites included in this study, most have less
than 10% of data missing over the ozone seasons.
Fig. 1 shows the locations of the 43 eastern
CASTNet monitoring sites used in this study.

The data were then screened using regression
methods to determine which of the meteorological
parameters seemed to be most strongly associated
with day-to-day fluctuations in daily maximum 8-h
ozone. Table 1 contains a list of the main
meteorological variables that were considered in
this paper (temperature, dewpoint temperature,
relative humidity, solar radiation, wind direction
and speed). Each of these was summarized in several
different ways, which yielded over 25 different
potential explanatory variables for the analysis.
For example, the maximum and minimum tempera-
tures and the mean temperature for a specified time
period were considered at two different levels above
the surface. As another example, the U and V wind
components were summarized for each day over

http://www.epa.gov/castnet
http://www.epa.gov/ttn/amtic/files/ambient/criteria/reldocs/guidefin.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/ttn/amtic/files/ambient/criteria/reldocs/guidefin.pdf
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Fig. 1. Ozone influence regimes (denoted by differing symbols)

and chosen representative sites (denoted by name).

Table 1

List of meteorological parameters considered

Temperature (1C)

Relative humidity (%)

Solar radiation (Wm�2)

Dew point (1C)

Wind speed (m s�1)

U, V wind components (m s�1)
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time periods that reflected the diurnal variation in
the structure of the planetary boundary layer. Other
summaries for wind speed and direction were also
examined. The screening process involved stepwise
regression with inspection of the residuals versus
each of the candidate meteorological variables listed
in Table 1. Based on this process, it was generally
found that of the available meteorological para-
meters, the two most strongly correlated with daily
maximum 8-h ozone were daily maximum tempera-
ture and average daytime relative humidity. For
many sites, the contribution from solar radiation
(after controlling for temperature and humidity)
was also important, though to a lesser extent. None
of the wind-related variables in Table 1 displayed a
strong association with daily maximum 8-h ozone.

It should be noted that many of the meteorolo-
gical variables are highly correlated with one
another, complicating the choice of variables. The
inclusion of explanatory variables which are very
closely related (e.g. multicollinearity) can sometimes
lead to misleading error estimates or numerical
problems with the regression procedure. Based on
extensive exploratory data analysis, the results of
the stepwise regression procedure, the combined
strength of their statistical association with ozone
levels, and the principle of parsimony, we selected
daily maximum temperature, average mid-day rela-
tive humidity, and total solar radiation as explana-
tory variables for the statistical models used in this
work. Though the retention of a relatively small
number of meteorological variables may seem some-
what surprising, these choices are not out of keeping
with other analyses in the literature. A summary of
approaches to the meteorological adjustment of
ozone levels provided by Thompson et al. (2001)
shows that relevant meteorological variables differ
greatly between applications, but that measures of
temperature, humidity, and radiation are some of
the more commonly utilized variables.

3. Approach

3.1. Principal components analysis

Principal components analysis (PCA) is a quanti-
tative method which has been widely used to
identify regions of homogeneity using observations
of ozone (or other atmospheric quantities) taken
over time (e.g., Eder et al., 1993, Davis et al., 1998,
Lehman et al., 2004). It is specifically used in this
work to help identify regions of the eastern United
States in which ozone concentrations behave
similarly during the 1997–2004 ozone seasons.
Because this analysis so closely follows the work
of Eder et al. (1993) and Lehman et al. (2004), the
reader is urged to consult these references for details
of the implementation not described here.

The technique was applied to the 43� 43
correlation matrix derived from the set of 1224
daily maximum 8-h ozone concentrations (153 days
in each ozone season� 8 ozone seasons) for each of
the 43 sites depicted in Fig. 1. Missing data were
imputed by incorporating site and daily effects. The
goal of the procedure is to explain most of the
variability in the data set with only a small subset of
the total 43 orthogonal principal components. In
this case, an argument could be made for the
retention of either four or five components, which
explain approximately 71% or 74% of the varia-
bility in ozone concentrations, respectively. As in
Lehman et al. (2004), a decision was made to retain
five principal components, based on the fact that
after the fifth component, there is a substantial
reduction in the gain added by the inclusion of each
additional component.
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As explained by Eder et al. (1993), the varimax
rotation was then applied to these five components
in order to better segregate and identify groups of
sites with similar ozone patterns. To establish these
groups, we used the loadings on the rotated
principal components, which represent the correla-
tions between the components and the sites. For
each site, we noted the component on which it
loaded most strongly; for purposes of discussion
here, we denote this the ‘‘primary’’ component for
the site. All sites with the same primary component
were then assigned to the same group, yielding five
groups. Fig. 1 displays a map of the CASTNet sites
used in this study, in which the different symbols
designate the various groups determined on the
basis of this procedure.

The last step is to determine, for each group, the
site which best represents the ozone season pattern
in each region. First, we calculate the communality,
which is defined as the proportion of the variance of
a site explained by the retained components (Eder
et al., 1993). The sites with the largest communal-
ities are those whose variability is best explained by
the retained principal components. In addition, for
each site, we examined the loading on the primary
principal component as a measure of the strength of
the site’s relationship with the underlying mode of
variation common to all sites in its group. To
adequately represent ozone behavior within its
region, a site should ideally possess both a high
communality and a high loading on its primary
principal component. In some cases, there are
several sites in a group which are similar in these
measures; a choice may be made between them
based on other factors, such as the prevalence of
missing data.

3.2. Generalized additive models

Developed by Hastie and Tibshirani (1990), the
GAM provides mechanisms for the modeling of
more complex relationships than is found in the
more commonly used method of linear regression.
As mentioned above, a particular strength of the
method is the ease with which the nature of a
nonlinear relationship between the response vari-
able and an explanatory variable can be investi-
gated. This is relevant to this study, since previous
work has indicated that such nonlinear relationships
may exist between some meteorological variables
and ozone levels (Davis et al., 1998; Davis and
Speckman, 1999).
A GAM can be written in the following form:

gðmiÞ ¼ b0 þ f 1ðxi1Þ þ � � � þ f pðxipÞ, (1)

where b0 represents the overall mean and fj(xij) is the
value of the smoothing function associated with the
ith value of explanatory variable j. Also, g(mi)
represents the link function, which specifies the
relationship between the linear formulation on the
right side of Eq. (1) and the expected response. The
concept of the ‘‘link’’ function was originally
developed as a part of the generalized linear model
methodology; for more information, see McCullagh
and Nelder (1989). Depending on its formulation, a
GAM is estimated using some combination of least
squares, smoothing, back fitting, and other meth-
ods. These algorithms are included in many
statistical software packages and can be employed
efficiently, even with large datasets.

In this study, the GAM framework was used to
model daily maximum 8-h ozone concentration as a
function of the explanatory variables using a log
link function (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989). A
natural spline of the predictor variables was
employed to allow for a nonlinear response between
the meteorological parameters and daily ozone. In
addition to three meteorological parameters (daily
maximum temperature, mid-day relative humidity,
and solar radiation), the explanatory variables
included a term to account for seasonal effects
(day of year) plus an additive factor associated with
year to account for trends over time.

The predicted response for the year factor
represents the expected seasonal average ozone
after adjusting for the meteorological effects.
Ninety-five percent confidence limits for this factor
can also be readily obtained using various statistical
software packages. Standard errors of the difference
in adjusted ozone between 2 years (Tables 2 and 3)
were estimated using the non-parametric bootstrap
(Efron and Tibshirani, 1993).

3.3. Dynamic linear models

One particularly large and flexible class of
statistical models for time series is that of DLMs.
DLMs incorporate both the traditional elements of
time series analysis, such as autoregressive and
moving average components, as well as a dynamic
regression strategy, into the framework of Bayesian
analysis. This has several advantages, such as
providing better estimates of uncertainty and
allowing for missing data with greater ease.
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Table 3

Comparison of ozone differences without meteorological adjustment for selected representative sites using both approaches

Approach Site name

Salamonie Reservoir,

IN (SAL133)

Evins State Park, TN

(ESP127)

Arendtsville, PA (ARE128) Candor, NC (CND125)

DLM GAM DLM GAM DLM GAM DLM GAM

Estimated difference

(standard error)

02–04 �10.6 (1.9) �10.3 (2.2) �9.1 (2.2) �9.8 (2.1) �11.6 (2.3) �13.5 (2.5) �10.8 (2.7) �8.6 (2.9)

97–02 3.4 (2.1) 5.1 (2.1) �2.3 (2.1) �1.6 (2.5) 4.4 (2.3) 7.8 (2.7) �6.8 (2.6) �7.1 (3.0)

97–04 �7.3 (2.0) �5.3 (2.0) �11.4 (2.3) �11.4 (2.0) �7.2 (2.3) �5.6 (2.2) �17.7 (2.6) �15.8 (2.5)

Table 2

Comparison of meteorologically adjusted ozone differences for selected representative sites using both approaches

Approach Site name

Salamonie Reservoir,

IN (SAL133)

Evins State Park, TN

(ESP127)

Arendtsville, PA (ARE128) Candor, NC (CND125)

DLM GAM DLM GAM DLM GAM DLM GAM

Estimated difference

(standard error)

02–04 �4.4 (1.3) �6.8 (1.3) �2.9 (1.5) 2.1 (1.4) �6.9 (1.3) �9.7 (1.6) �5.3 (1.6) �3.2 (1.6)

97–02 �3.7 (1.2) �2.7 (1.3) �5.5 (1.5) �3.9 (1.4) 1.4 (1.2) 2.7 (1.8) �7.9 (1.7) �5.3 (1.5)

97–04 �8.1 (1.3) �9.5 (1.1) �8.5 (1.5) �1.8 (1.6) �5.5 (1.3) �7.0 (1.5) �13.1 (1.7) �8.6 (1.7)
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Extensive development and description of the entire
class of DLMs can be found in the work of West
and Harrison (1997).

DLMs are typically specified according to a
hierarchical structure of two levels; using the
notation of West and Harrison (1997), these can
be written as follows:

Observation equation :

Y t ¼ FT
t yt þ nt; nt�N½0;Vt�, ð2Þ

System equation :

yt ¼ Gtyt�1 þ ot; ot�N½0;W t�. ð3Þ

For any day t, the observation equation in Eq. (2)
describes the linear relationship between the 8-h
ozone maximum (Yt), explanatory variables (Ft), the
time-evolving parameters (yt), and error (nt). It
should be noted that the DLM was applied to
annual data, and not solely to daily data observed
during ozone season. This makes more efficient use
of the model’s ability to allow parameters to evolve
over time. In this study, the explanatory variables
included in the DLMs were the meteorological
variables temperature, the square of temperature,
relative humidity, and solar radiation. Parameters
express the relationships between the explanatory
and response variables, but also include overall
trend, cyclical components, and the correlation
between the response values on sequential time
days. The system equation, as shown in Eq. (3),
describes the linear evolution of the parameters (yt)
from day to day through an evolution matrix (Gt)
and independent, normally distributed innovations
(ot). Specifying a DLM, therefore, requires the
specification of both levels of the system.

The exact formulation of the DLM will differ in
every application, but the substantial features
remain the same for each of the selected sites. The
user first identifies the meteorological variables that
are most closely associated with ozone levels; the
selection of maximum daily temperature, daily
average relative humidity, and daily total solar
radiation was discussed previously in Section 2.
Since the effect of meteorology is assumed to be
the same across the years, the system equation
specifies the corresponding parameters, say, y1,
y2, and y3, to remain constant over time. For
instance, this means that the increase in ozone
associated with a rise in daily average relative
humidity of one percentage point is the same for all
years included in the analysis. It does not imply that
the relative humidity is assumed to be the same
across time.
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In addition to accounting for the effect of meteor-
ological conditions on ozone trends, preliminary
analyses indicated that long-term trend, seasonal (or
cyclical) patterns, and autoregressive components
should also be included in the DLM parameterization.
A first-order polynomial structure (West and Harrison,
1997, Chapter 2) is used to model the long-term trend
component; this structure is based upon the concept of
a slowly changing mean baseline value. The reduced
Fourier form components representation described by
West and Harrison (1997, Section 8.6.6) is used to
describe the cyclical patterns. After a detailed explora-
tion of the autocorrelated errors at each site, an AR(1)
component is incorporated into the DLM using the
formulation given by West and Harrison (1997,
Section 9.4.7). The use of this component to account
for the serial correlation in the errors negates the
necessity of allowing for independent observational
errors in Eq. (2), so we set nt to zero.

After the DLM is formulated, Markov chain Monte
Carlo techniques are used to sample from the joint
distribution of the parameters, given the actual
observations. West (1995) discusses this procedure in
detail in the context of a DLM with cyclical compo-
nents, similar to that used in this work. The simulations
provide estimates for the effect of each meteorological
component, as well as estimates of the states of the
long-term, seasonal, and autoregressive processes on
each day. The simulated values also provide an easy
way to quantify the variability surrounding these
estimates, both individually and as a group. Average
ozone levels for each of the ozone seasons considered in
the study can then be estimated using the simulated
daily values over the entire summer period, with
corresponding uncertainty estimates.

A complete explanation of the procedures used to
estimate the variance associated with the error in the
observation equation, as well as choices concerning
the choice of the innovation variance Wt in the
system equation, is beyond the scope of this paper.
Further details about Bayesian modeling and
simulation can be found in West (1995), in West
and Harrison (1997), and in many other papers in
the time series literature.

4. Results

4.1. Ozone groups and representative monitoring

sites

The procedure discussed in Section 3.1 yielded
five ozone groups, each making up a spatially
coherent region within the eastern portion of the
country. Fig. 1 shows each of the CASTNet sites
used in this analysis; sites belonging to the various
groups are denoted by the various symbols. The
representative sites are further denoted with their
CASTNet identifiers. The spatial groupings appear
to be dependent on regional meteorological and/or
emissions factors with a smooth regional pattern.
This is probably because ozone is a secondary
pollutant, so that its production, as well as sub-
sequent transport and scavenging, depend greatly
on meteorological conditions (Eder et al., 1994).
Interestingly, the grouping resembles that noted by
Eder et al. (1993), though there are some differences
in the southeastern region that are probably
attributable to the greater availability in that study
of sites in the deep south to more closely delineate
these regions.

The first group is comprised of 16 sites in the mid-
Atlantic region, marked with solid circles in Fig. 1.
The site ARE128, at Arendtsville, PA, is chosen as a
representative of this group. Nine monitoring
stations (including one co-located pair) fall into
the second group and are denoted in the figure by
triangles; these are located in the southwestern
portion of the region. Site ESP127, in Evins State
Park, TN, serves as the main representative of sites
in this group. Solid squares mark the locations of a
group of five sites in the southeastern portion of
Fig. 1, and site CND125 (in Candor, NC) is chosen
to represent this group. Marked with open circles in
Fig. 1, group three contains ten sites in the
midwestern region. For this group, we focus on site
SAL133 at Salamonie Reservoir, IN. The three
northeasternmost sites comprise the last group and
are represented with inverted triangles. This group
is not examined further in this work, due to the fact
that none of these sites lie in states covered by the
NOx SIP Call and also due to the small size of the
group. However, ozone levels in this region are
primarily the result of atmospheric transport
processes that occur in advance of an eastward
moving frontal system. For an in-depth discussion
of ozone characteristics in this and other regions in
the eastern United States, see Eder et al. (1993,
1994).

4.2. Overall ozone trends for representative sites

Figs. 2 and 3 show raw 8-h maximum ozone time
series data from 1997 to 2004 for sites SAL133 and
ARE128, respectively. Strong seasonal patterns are
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evident in both, along with some decreases in ozone
concentrations toward the end of this 8-year period.
Similar features are found at most of the other
locations.

Using the methods presented in Sections 3.2 and
3.3, we calculate estimated ozone seasonal average
concentrations over the years 1997–2004, along with
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Fig. 4. Meteorologically adjusted average concentrations during ozon

(Candor, NC) and ESP127 (Evins State Park, TN).
the associated uncertainties. Figs. 4 and 5 show the
interannual variability in the average meteorologi-
cally adjusted summer ozone and the corresponding
estimated confidence and credible intervals from
both approaches for the four representative sites. In
these figures, the circles represent estimated average
concentrations during ozone season, and the dashed
lines show the 95% confidence intervals (GAM) or
95% credible intervals (DLM) surrounding these
estimates. As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, overall
downward trends for these average levels are
observed for all sites. Specifically, for each site, the
results from the DLM and GAM approaches show
similar trend behaviors, even for year-to-year
fluctuations. For example, at site ESP127 in
Tennessee, the results from both approaches show
that there is a notable increase in average ozone
levels from 1998 to 1999, and that the levels resume
a downward trend the following year. The estimated
average level in ozone season 2004 for ESP127 is
also noteworthy, since a quick glance at Fig. 4 may
seem to indicate that the models disagree about the
estimated levels. This difference is not significant,
since the confidence bounds on these sets of
estimates overlap. However, it is clear that the
estimated levels at ESP127 in the period from 2002
to 2004 are not dropping as fast as at the other sites,
and may even have stabilized.

Both the GAM and DLM approaches produced
similar estimates regarding changes in ozone trends
as well as the associated uncertainty both before and
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Fig. 5. Meteorologically adjusted average concentrations during ozone seasons using DLM and GAM approaches for sites Salamonie

Reservoir, IN (SAL133) and Arendtsville, PA (ARE128).
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after adjusting for meteorological conditions, as
shown in Tables 2 and 3. For example, at site
SAL133 in Indiana, the estimated meteorologically
adjusted ozone decrease between 1997 and 2004
using the DLM and GAM approaches are 8.1 and
9.5 ppb, respectively, while the estimates are 7.3 and
5.3 ppb without meteorological adjustments using
the two approaches for the same period. Though
this discussion has focused on four sites chosen to
represent the regions identified through PCA,
similar changes in ozone levels from the two
approaches are observed at other sites.

4.3. Roles of emission control programs in ozone

level reductions

To assess whether or not emission control
programs are associated with reductions in ozone
levels, we selected 1997 and 2002 as two baseline
years for analyzing ozone level changes during the
1997–2004 period. The time period from 1997 to
2002 saw the implementation of a number of
programs to reduce emission of VOCs and NOx;
for example, these include the OTC NOx Budget
Program and the Acid Rain NOx Reduction
Program. After 2002, emissions from power gen-
eration began to be reduced to comply with the NOx

SIP Call (EPA, 2005a).
A comparison of Tables 2 and 3 shows that, as

expected, meteorological conditions have important
effects on estimated changes in ozone levels. For
example, for site SAL133, estimates made without
meteorological adjustments (Table 3) show an
increase in average ozone on the order of 4 ppb
(averaging the estimates yielded by the two meth-
ods) for the time period 1997–2002. However,
decreases in ozone concentrations (approximately
3 ppb) after meteorological adjustment (Table 2) are
observed for the same site during this period. Fig. 6
summarizes the ozone season (from May to
September) daily maximum 1-h temperature for site
SAL133. The boxplots for years 1997 and 2002
show that summer temperatures in 2002 were
noticeably higher than those observed in 1997, both
in terms of the median temperatures and in terms of
the middle 50% of temperatures in those years.
Similar patterns were observed at other sites in the
eastern United States, which are not shown here.
These results imply that the observed increases in
ozone levels (Table 3) may be correlated with
variations in meteorological conditions. In order
to evaluate the effectiveness of emission control
programs, ozone trend analysis results after meteor-
ological adjustment should be used.

The decreases in ozone levels after meteorological
adjustment imply that the implementations of
emission control programs are associated with
declining ozone levels. After the implementation of
NOx emissions controls as part of the OTC NOx

Budget Program (1999–2002) and the NOx SIP Call
(2002–2004), decreases in meteorologically adjusted
ozone levels on the order of 2–10 ppb are produced
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Fig. 6. Summary of daily maximum 1-h temperature during ozone seasons 1997–2004 for site SAL133 (Salamonie Reservoir, IN).
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at many sites (not just those featured as representa-
tive sites in this paper) in the period from 1997 to
2004. This analysis indicates that the imposition of
NOx controls is likely an important factor in ozone
reduction.
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Fig. 7. Estimated cyclical pattern at site SAL133 (Salamonie

Reservoir, IN).
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Fig. 8. Estimated cyclical pattern at site ARE128 (Arendtsville,

PA).
4.4. Cyclical properties of ozone trends

One advantage of the DLM is its ability to isolate
various components of the variability, which
together with random error make up the raw time
series observed at a site. When the DLMs are
utilized for the selected CASTNet sites, it is easy to
detect the presence of cyclical patterns, on an
annual and semi-annual basis, which together
have amplitudes of about 10–20 ppb. As examples,
Figs. 7 and 8 show these estimated cyclical patterns
in black for sites SAL133 (in Indiana) and ARE128
(in Pennsylvania), respectively. The gray lines
represent 95% credible intervals and are included
to provide a sense of uncertainty levels surrounding
these estimates.

Even after the effects of temperature, relative
humidity, and solar radiation are statistically
removed, there is still an annual peak in ozone
around 1 May, though of course, in some years it
occurs slightly earlier (end of April) or slightly later
(early June). This is true not only for both sites
pictured in Figs. 7 and 8, but also for all of the other
sites that we inspected. Also, a smaller peak often
appears in August or September, though this is not
nearly as pronounced, nor is it observed consistently
over the 8-year period. It is interesting to note that
this secondary rise seems more dominant in the
earlier years, and becomes less notable in the later
years. A large dip occurs yearly in December or
January; again, this is similar from site to site and
year to year.

Since these cyclical patterns are present even after
the effects of temperature, relative humidity, and
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solar radiation are removed, it is unclear exactly
what their causes are. It may be the case that the
addition of other relevant meteorological variables
to the DLM would be sufficient to explain most of
the remaining seasonality in the time series.
Unfortunately, the other meteorological informa-
tion available to us at the CASTNet sites has not
proved helpful in this regard, so this quantity may
be one that is not currently being monitored (e.g.,
mixing depth) through this network. Other possible
causes for these peaks include the springtime
emission of biogenic VOCs and the stratospheric
intrusion of ozone, and the late summer occurrence
of stagnating weather conditions associated with the
occurrence of quasi-stationary anticyclones. The
weather conditions associated with these stagnating
systems are very conducive to the formation of
ozone (Eder et al., 1993). See Wayne (2000, Chapter 5)
for a general discussion of the role that biogenic
VOCs play in atmospheric gas-phase reactions.
Although it is clear that these cyclical patterns
occur at many sites, the causal agent is still under
investigation.

5. Discussion

Homogeneous ozone groups are identified for 43
CASTNet sites in the eastern United States using
PCA. The results of ozone trend analyses show that
both GAM and DLM approaches produce very
similar estimates of ozone changes. Obvious over-
all downward trends from 1997 to 2004 are
observed for these sites after meteorological impacts
are removed. The decreases in ozone levels
appear to be associated with NOx emission reduc-
tions due to implementation of NOx control
programs. These results may imply that NOx

control programs have played a role in reducing
ground ozone levels.

Application of the GAM and DLM approaches
to the trend analysis of ozone and their implemen-
tations are evaluated. The main advantage of the
GAM approach is its relative ease of implementa-
tion. Given familiarity with related models, such as
generalized linear models or multiple regression, an
analyst can formulate and fit a GAM model using
any number of statistical software packages, though
producing and interpreting confidence bounds and
uncertainty estimates still requires considerably
more experience. Due to their simpler formulation,
the algorithms required are much less time consum-
ing and resource intensive.
The DLM approach is easily extended and
therefore much more flexible than most other
methods. Because the DLM approach can incorpo-
rate both traditional elements of time series analysis
and a dynamic regression strategy into a Bayesian
framework, it can better describe the complex
process of ozone changes over years, provide better
error estimates, and deal with missing data with
greater ease. Furthermore, once the simulations are
obtained based on the fitted DLM, the final results,
season averages and credible intervals, can be
calculated based on these simulated values. How-
ever, the DLM approach is substantially more
difficult to implement compared to the GAM
approach, partially because routines for estima-
ting these models are not available in most
statistical software packages. Beginners unfami-
liar with Bayesian statistics or time series analysis
can expect to pay the price of a steep learning
curve.

Although both approaches can be applied to
estimate the changes in average interannual ozone
levels, both with and without meteorological
adjustments, the selection of an approach depends
on the purpose and depth of the planned analysis.
In a situation in which estimates are needed quickly,
but a sophisticated investigation into the compo-
nents of the time series is not needed, GAM
techniques are the clear choice. However, for more
detailed analyses, in which an analyst needs to
examine individually modeled components of the
time series, the DLM is a superior tool. For
instance, as described in Section 4.4, DLMs are
able to easily pick up on cyclical patterns in the data
which are much harder to uncover with the GAM
approach used here. In addition, the DLM ap-
proach is able to take into account correlated errors
and changing trend directions. Other traditional
time series techniques can also be included into the
DLM approach, including moving average and
higher-order autoregressive components. This study
also points to further research opportunities regard-
ing ozone trend analysis and the effectiveness of
emission control programs. For example, it may be
possible to incorporate emission information (e.g.,
NOx and VOCs) into models in order to explicitly
investigate the relationship between decreases in
ozone concentrations and emission reductions.
Also, since the production and transportation of
ozone exhibit obvious regional properties, a spatial-
temporal model would likely capture these depen-
dencies.
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